
Creating a Subproject
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Right click on plugins, 
choose New Subproject



Choose C++ Library



The type should be 
Shared Library

Make sure to create 
your plugin in the 
mne_scan/plugins 
directory



Check off QtCore and 
QtWidgets

If you know now that 
you’ll need other 
libraries, go ahead and 
check them off too, 
otherwise they can be 
added later as need 
arises



When choosing a class 
name, be sure to obey 
MNE-CPP coding 
conventions



Nothing needs to be 
done here. Click Finish.



Linking MNE Libraries
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1. Modify your 
plugin’s .pro file to 
include mne-cpp.pri

2. Right click on your 
plugin’s folder and run 
qmake to make these 
changes take effect

Adding MNE Libraries



3. Add this chunk of code to the .pro file. Most of it can 
be copied from the .pro file of another mne_scan plugin

MNE_LIBRARY_DIR, MNE_INCLUDE_DIR, etc. are compiler macros defined in mne-cpp.pri

Files meant for debug builds have a “d” on the endExecuted on debug builds

Executed on release builds



4. In the header file of your class, add an include 
statement for either IAlgorithm.h or ISensor.h

5. Run qmake on the top level mne-cpp folder, then 
Build All. Cleaning may help if you encounter linker 
errors. If you try to build just your plugin before building 
the rest of the project, it will not be able to find the files 
that you pointed to in the .pro file because they don’t 
exist yet.

At this point you should be able to compile without 
errors



Subclassing IPlugin
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Mark your class as a public subclass of IAlgorithm or ISensor
Add the 3 compiler macros shown here



Add a new Empty File to your plugin.
This will be the .json file that we specified in the last step.



Give it the same name 
you specified previously



If you try to build now, you will get an error about 
not being able to instantiate a virtual class

This error is because we have not implemented all 
the member functions detailed in IAlgroithm.h

The .json file is completely 
empty in most cases. Don’t 
worry, you’re not missing 

any steps.



Hold Ctrl (or Cmnd) and click on IAlgorithm to jump 
to its header file and see its member functions.

All of the public functions marked virtual must be 
implemented by our plugin before it will build.



The ‘virtual’ keyword indicates that 
the function is undefined for the 

base class IAlgorithm, but any class 
that is derived from IAlgorithm must 

implement the function

TIP:

Split Side by Side to make seeing 
which functions you need easier



Add all of the members defined in IAlgorithm.

The functions will be slightly different for 
ISensor.

Mark members with virtual to 
indicate that they are counterparts 

to the virtual functions in IAlgorithm



If you try to build now, you should get 
unresolved external symbol errors.

These errors happen because the functions 
have been defined in the header, but there is 
no implementation in the source files yet.

If you get a
‘cannot instantiate abstract class’ 

error, see the next slide for 
troubleshooting



If any virtual functions are missing, you will 
get a ‘cannot instantiate abstract class’ error.

Right click on the error and choose show 
ouput to see a list of missing members.

run() is commented out to cause a build error



In the source file, add function stubs for all of 
the member functions we just defined.

You should now be able to build without errors!
Now would be a good time to git commit.

Adding this namespace means you can just type IPlugin instead of SCSHAREDLIB::IPlugin

Disclaimer: 
You should follow proper coding convention and avoid writing 
one line functions like this. This was done for the sake of making 
the code compact for this guide.

Tip: 
You can steal a lot of this code from the dummytoolbox plugin.



1. Rebuild mne-cpp

2. Look in mne-cpp-master/bin for 
mne_scan.exe or mne_scand.exe and run one of 
them

3. You should now be able to see your plugin 
and add it to the stage



Adding a GUI
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Add a new file to your plugin subproject.
Choose Qt Designer Form Class.

We are going to replace 
QWidget here with our own 
subclass of QWidget



Choose Widget and click Next



Give your new class a descriptive name 
that makes it clear what it is for

Tip:
Create a new folder inside your plugin’s folder 
and keep all your form files inside it. This will 
help keep your project organized and 
navigable.



Open the .ui file for your new class and 
drag some UI components from the 
left side onto the window.

For additional info on constraining UI components 
position, fire up your favorite search engine. 
There are lots of good Qt guides out there.



Add in include for the new class in your plugin’s header file.


